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NeroBots
What are they?
NeroBots are companion robots that bridge the
connection between the real world and the NeroVerse.
These Metaverse companions will alert you of NFT
marketplace sales, gather materials for you to sell and
even guide you to new Metaverses. For comparison
purposes, think Paimon from Genshin Impact, or Ghosts
from Destiny 2 but much more interactive in and out of
the NeroVerse.
NeroBot companions will be able to make suggestions,
remind you of your quest progress, and converse about
your journey. They may even laugh at your jokes or tell
you something funny. They have quite the personality
and sometimes show a bit of humor. Overwork them
and they’ll be sure to let you know.

NeroBots
Shells
Although there are an inﬁnite number of NeroBots
in the NeroVerse, their shells are what make them
unique. Some shells are legendary designs that
will be limited in numbers. Some shells will be
seasonal and only appear on the marketplace
once a year.
These shells aren’t only cosmetic. Each shell
empowers the NeroBot with special abilities and
sometimes even a totally new personality.
Collect all of the NeroBot Shells on the
NeroVerse Marketplace!

NeroBots
Components
Power

Gathering

Intelligence

Health

Each NeroBot shell is unique! Consisting of
various components to keep the NeroBot
running! By leveling up your NeroBot shell, you
can potentially improve these stats.
These components can also be boosted
temporarily to give your NeroBot that extra
power it needs to complete a diﬃcult mission.
Or maybe your NeroBot needs a boost in
gathering for a chance to bring back rare
resources while on a gathering mission.
NeroBot shell components can even be
leveled up and re-sold on the NeroVerse
Market!

NeroBot Commands
Your NeroBot is at your every beck & call. Send commands to your
NeroBot to perform various tasks in the NeroVerse. Using the proper shell
and components for the command could increase your chances for
greater rewards.

/NeroBot Gather
wood from the
Freisor forest.
NeroBot: “Sure thing! The
estimated time for
completion is: 48 hours”

/NeroBot tend to
my Dragon Eggs

/NeroBot boost
intelligence

NeroBot: “awww work?! I
was hoping to catch some
zzz’s today”

NeroBot: “Woohoo an
upgrade!”

Bot commands will be available from Discord and NeroVerse.com

Founders’ Edition
Owning a Founders’ Edition NeroBot will grant
you the following beneﬁts:

➔

Lifetime Marketplace Perks
Get early access to every NeroVerse NFT drop
and receive discounts on select drops.

➔

NeroPet Dragon Whitelist
For every 2 NeroBot Founders shells
purchased, you will gain access to a Dragon
Egg as a whitelist ticket.

➔

Discord Role / NeroVerse Badge
Access to an exclusive Discord Founders’ role
and a limited edition NeroVerse.com Founders
badge.

Roadmap
Launch NeroBots Founders’
Edition with the NeroVerse
Market.

New shells releasing.

2021

NeroBots mobile
Mini-Game.

2022

NeroBot Commands go
live.

NeroBot custom shell
designer.
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